English

Maths


Reading




Sky Song by Abi Elphinstone
deduction questions using evidence to support
predictions, open and closed questions, retrieval style questions



Writing




performance poetry - The Dreadful Menace
character description - Sky Song
persuasive speeches – Sky Song

Number and Place Value (read, write, order and
compare; rounding to a degree of accuracy;
negative numbers in context; reasoning and
problem solving linked to the above)
Addition and subtraction (column addition and
subtraction, problem solving opportunities)

Art




Geography

creative pieces linked to Peter Reynolds’ The
Dot (PSCHE link)
ART WEEK FOCUS - Bridget Riley
to create different lettering options for
scrapbook pages (include bubble writing, 3D
lettering, vintage cursive and how to set work
out)

Frozen Kingdom
Autumn 1
Year 6
Medium Term Plan

Design and Technology











symbolic tribal accessories and group tribal wear

Science





recognise that light travels in straight lines
how objects are seen because they give out or
reflect light into the eye
understand how light travels from light sources
to our eyes or from light sources to objects and
then to our eyes
why shadows have the same shape as the
objects that cast them
Making scientific observations and conclusions
through a range of science investigations.

identify and name tropics of Cancer and
Capricorn as well as the Arctic and Antarctic
circles
understand about life in the Polar Regions
locate (using atlases) the 7 continents and 5
oceans of the world
use geographical questions to guide research
research how human activity has caused an
environment to change (including global
warming)

French


consolidate knowledge of days
and months of the year
consolidate numbers up to 100
consolidate basic conversational
skills (questioning how someone
is, when their birthday is and basic
family information)




Music





listen to and evaluate pieces of music (Vivaldi,
street musician playing glass bottles, Beethoven
and Terje Isungset (Ice Music)
understand use of pulse in musical compositions
perform in a small group to show accuracy and
control
create own pieces linked to fashion shoot

Computing



Conduct research about different members of a
tribe.
Create mood boards about tribal clothing and
jewellery.

PE




Zumba
Football

